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1. Introduction
Context
Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) is in the process of considering options for an integrated transport
solution that will serve the City over the coming decades. It is currently developing a recommended
programme of investment, drawing upon an extensive technical evidence base that has been put together
in recent years, together with feedback from a recent public engagement exercise.
Mass transit has long been an aspiration for the City and features in three of the four scenarios developed
for public engagement which also outline the potential for a Light Rapid Transit (LRT) corridor subject to
more detailed investigations. In parallel, the new Government Policy Statement on Land Transport (Draft
GPS) provides a new focus on multi-modal urban access and recognises that public transport (especially
rapid transit) can enable opportunities to shape the transport landscape to create more liveable cities.
The inclusion of a new rapid transit activity class in the Draft GPS signals the Government’s willingness to
invest in mass transit where there is a sound business case.
An Independent Review of Mass Transit in Wellington undertaken by WSP in 2017 similarly highlighted
the potential land development and property benefits that might be promoted by LRT, together with the
associated amenity and city enhancing attributes that LRT systems can bring. The review cited
international evidence that shows such benefits can be significant and can contribute towards a
compelling investment case. It also identified that little work has been undertaken on this front to support
the Wellington case for LRT and that more detailed analysis will be required in the future.

LRT For Wellington
Making the case for LRT in Wellington is a complex process that requires detailed examination of a range
of transport planning, land use, engineering, environmental, operational, and economic considerations,
together with an assessment of potential alternative solutions. Whilst a great deal of technical work has
been completed to date and has drawn out the relative pros and cons of different mass transit modes and
potential corridors, it is important to recognise that a detailed business case has yet to be prepared. As
such, no firm conclusions on a complete Light Rail scheme can be drawn at this stage.
Against this background, WSP Opus was commissioned by LGWM to review whether the needs of LRT
have been appropriately considered in the work undertaken to date. Through a high-level peer review of
the evidence by our international team of experts, the over-arching aim of the review was to identify
whether there are any ‘show-stopper’ or ‘fatal flaw’ risks associated with the options for mass transit that
are emerging in the recommended programme; also, to provide high-level advice on how to maximise the
opportunity that could be realised through investing in LRT in the Wellington context.
In the following sections of this Technical Note, we summarise our advice under various themes explored
through a Risk and Opportunities Workshop, a site visit, and discussions with a number of key
stakeholders.
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2. Overall Objectives of LRT Schemes
2.1.

High Level Advice

Setting the right objectives for LRT schemes is hugely important in delivering the best overall project
outcomes.
 Scheme objectives may encompass a blend of transportation, land use and regeneration
issues and reflect the fact that LRT schemes may require ‘property boundary to property
boundary’ consideration, with implications for place-making, interchange arrangements, and
road-space allocation for other modes of transport.
 Compromises (trade-offs) are always needed to achieve a balance across the various
requirements and the project team must determine the key project objectives, priorities and
constraints in order to approach negotiations with key stakeholders from a position of
knowledge.
 Route choices need to consider both the core transport task (effectively moving large
numbers of people between key destinations) as well as the ability to support urban
development objectives and activation of streets. Similarly, the priority of the objectives
need to be clear, as although a transport mode, the priority may be for LRT to serve as a
catalyst for other changes.
 It is imperative that any LRT project is able to justify itself in terms of its ability to meet its
core functions as part of a public transport system rather than being seen as THE solution
and finding reasons to justify it, which inevitably ends up being a fatal flaw. This may mean
wider changes and improvements to the transport network (including buses and road
function) to meet the wider project objectives.
 Similarly, consideration needs to be given to the priority of associated public transport
improvements across the regional network. LRT can have considerable costs that may
reduce available funding for other priority improvements. In that regard, it is important to
establish what part of the transport task Light Rail can do the best; also, to recognise that
Light Rail should be set up to do a few things very well, rather than a lot of things ordinarily.
Broader issues raised that also need to be encompassed when thinking about Light Rail options for the
city include:
 Safety
 Efficiency of travel times
 Improving conditions for walking and cycling
 Place-making / amenity
 Constructability
 Perception
 Cost
 Impact on the overall network
 Political considerations

2.2.

Key Risks and Opportunities in Wellington

At this stage, the LGWM objectives are not specific enough to Light Rail and consequently could lead to
identification of suboptimal alternatives.
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2.3.

Further Work Required

Drawing on the wider work completed to date, the LGWM team suggested three investment objectives
relevant to Light Rail:
 Encourage more people to shift to the public transport system, increase mode share of
public transport, reduce reliance on private vehicles.
 Increase the capacity of the public transport network.
 Realise the opportunity for land uplift and urban regeneration potential from implementing a
mass transit facility.
These current investment objectives relate to the wider LGWM programme but more specific problem
statements and investment objectives for any LRT scheme will need to be developed as part of a detailed
business case. It will however be important to link these to the investment objectives of the wider LGWM
programme.
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3. Current and Future Transport and Land Use
3.1.

High Level Advice

The potential demand for mass transit is closely linked to the scale and location of land uses as well as
transport user behaviours. In the future, it is anticipated that demand for a high quality public transport
service will increase for all areas of Wellington, particularly where population and employment density
increases.
As such, it is advised that:
 Provision of mass transit, such as Light Rail, should be aligned with both current transport
demand as well as future trends. Demand is also influenced by the availability of the different
components of the transport network and the service quality/journey time reliability of the
alternatives afforded by the road, bus, walk/cycle and rail networks.
 Light Rail is an attractive public transport mode due to its fixed route and the, journey
reliability and ride quality that can be provided by the service with the right controls and
priority. However, Light Rail is usually a lower speed mode, and as such journey times could
be longer than driving or limited stop bus services. The comparative journey times between
driving, bus, and Light Rail need to be considered and the importance of this difference
considered with the project objectives.
 The availability and pricing of City Centre parking for workers can have a significant
influence on the demand for public transport, and should be considered as a complementary
initiative to the provision of Light Rail.
 Future transport demands generated from suburbs north of the city (and the wider region)
are estimated to be significant and therefore the appropriate transport solution should be
considered as part of the overall project, recognising that Light Rail might not be feasible
beyond Kaiwharawhaura given the topography of the land.
 There is a marked decrease in future patronage demand to the east of Mount Victoria
coupled with reduced potential for urban redevelopment. There are also significant costs
associated with tunnelling. Careful consideration needs to be given to the costs and benefits
of extending Light Rail beyond Newtown.
 Complementary planning changes will be needed to maximise the benefits from urban uplift
resulting from a Light Rail scheme. However, consideration needs to be given to the
community acceptance of these changes.

3.2.

Key Risks and Opportunities in Wellington
 The viability of mode and route choices for mass transit are highly dependent on the
surrounding land use and the potential for benefits associated with increased employment,
population and land uplift. More certainty is needed around the transport demands under
future development scenarios to determine whether Light Rail is justified and where the
appropriate corridors should be located.
 The impact of Light Rail on surrounding land use requires fuller consideration, including the
trade-offs between maximising the potential for uplift or economic benefit and the potential
negative impacts on land adjacent a Light Rail corridor. For example, Light Rail would
promote uplift in places like Te Aro and Newtown, however it may also negatively impact on
the heritage areas in Newtown.
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 The density of land use in the CBD strongly supports mass transit. However, some of the
corridors with potential land use uplift opportunities are also located in highly constrained
areas where land acquisition would be costly. There are also listed heritage sites that need
to be considered.
 There is a danger that too much investment could be made to the south and east parts of
Wellington, rather than in the northern suburbs where increased development has higher
potential to support some form of mass transit.
 Due to the significant topographical constraints posed by the steep terrain to the north of
Kaiwharawhaura, an LRT solution will be technically challenging, if not infeasible from an
engineering perspective and consequently very difficult to justify economically. For these
reasons, a high-quality bus service (like BRT) may be more appropriate for northern
Wellington. Immediately north of the railway station the lower lying areas such as Thorndon
Quay, the Ferry Terminal and Hutt Road corridor have been given little or no consideration to
date but would be more suited to LRT operation.
 Other locations, such as Kilbirnie, where land use is currently low density and there is limited
potential for intensification, are less likely to support the introduction of Light Rail due to the
relative costs and complexities. Similarly, there is uncertainty around the future transport
demand to and from the Airport.
 There also needs to be recognition that some communities may not accept significant
increases in density which may be required to support investment of Light Rail outside of
established centres.
Further detail on the risks and opportunities can be found in the appendix.

3.3.

Further Work Required

More certainty is required around the potential future demand for mass transit in each geographical area
of Wellington, as well as along each route. Potential LRT catchments also need to be considered in more
detail, with a focus on future growth demands and modal shift from private motor vehicles to Light Rail.
In addition, a more detailed assessment of the likely impact on surrounding land use or heritage-listed
buildings is required bearing in mind the geometric requirements of each route option. Some route
options may be fatally flawed if the required designation areas directly encroach on listed facades or other
constraints.
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4. Network and Route Options
4.1.

High Level Advice
 Light Rail is generally more compatible with a vibrant urban landscape, such as a highquality pedestrian and retail environment, than with streets hosting large numbers of buses
and/or traffic. As with any core public transport service, the route must align with “first / last
mile”, good pedestrian connections.
 Consideration needs to be given to the operation of other parts of the wider public transport
network. In general, it is desirable that buses do not operate on the same alignment as Light
Rail to avoid congestion and delays to Light Rail, and to maintain a high-quality and reliable
mass transit service. Alternative routes would need to be identified and provided for buses
through the central city where they would be displaced by Light Rail. In this context, the
opportunity to utilise both the Golden Mile and the Waterfront as key public transport
corridors into the CBD could provide significant benefit and reduce conflict between LRT,
BRT/buses and other modes. Designated corridors for other modes such as cycling, general
traffic and deliveries also need to be identified.
 Transfers between public transport modes (e.g. bus and LRT) should be carefully designed
to be convenient and not to discourage walking through the CBD. This could also mean that
buses from northern and western Wellington suburbs will need to continue through the
central city rather than being forced to transfer at the edge of the central city.
 Running Light Rail through tunnels may achieve little to no benefits, incurs a significant
capital cost, and can reduce the quality of the experience for the customer. As such, tunnels
should be justified by whether they provide access to an area of suitably high mass transit
demand, and if so, kept relatively short.
 The interface of the Light Rail service and the central Wellington Rail Station is crucial to
ensuring passengers can conveniently transfer between modes, if required. With buses,
trains and trams all potentially converging at the railway station it will become the most
significant transport hub in the City. This presents a great opportunity to rethink the wider
station area including the forecourt, Bunny Street and the linkage across Featherstone Street
to the Lambton Quay bus station. Ideally a master-planning exercise should be undertaken
to create a vision for this important gateway to the City that optimises public transport
interchange within high quality urban realm environment. The potential to intensify land use
around this highly accessible location should also be considered. Fundamentally it will be
important to keep connecting distances between modes as short as possible and to create a
highly legible environment with real time information provided for connecting journeys.
 The ability to extend the route further north provides the opportunity to connect with future
land use growth and other critical transport interchange points (e.g. Ferry terminal and park
and ride).
 The maximum desirable speed, grade and turning curvature are major constraints for Light
Rail. Designing a route close to the maximums or limits must be avoided if possible, as it
often results in other costly issues, such as uncomfortable journeys for riders, longer travel
times or excessive maintenance demands. It is especially important that early network
designs avoid designing to maximums, as this severely limits the flexibility and innovation
possible during later stages of investigations. The maximum gradient suitable for LRT is
around 7%, with battery powered vehicles currently having a lesser maximum, which may
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vary by technology and supplier. This generally rules out operation along places like Hataitai
bus tunnel, Ngauranga Gorge and Newlands Road.
 In addition, a wire-free service is desirable for Wellington. This would potentially increase
the design constraints for the route.
 A depot and maintenance facility in close proximity to the alignment is essential in
consideration for the selection of the Light Rail route. A suitable depot site would be ideally
located on the route or at / close to the end of the line, with proximity enough to reduce
dead-running services and provide short response time in the event of any technical or
operational issues.

4.2.

Route Choices

The identified LRT route options were rapidly assessed based on available high-level information, local
knowledge and a site visit, with consideration for Engineering Feasibility, Operational Considerations,
Impacts on local economy and transport, and Costs.

4.2.1.

Route Choices: Central City

Of the two primary route choices identified by LGWM, each has advantages and disadvantages,
summarised below:
ROUTE OPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Golden Mile/
Lambton Quay
















Waterfront
Quays
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Services greatest passenger
catchment, allowing easy access
from Lambton Quay and The
Terrace commercial precincts
Follows an existing public
transport Corridor
Corridor is relatively wide and
allows for public space and highquality supporting urban design
Focused around highest value real
estate in Wellington CBD
Assists in linking key retail,
entertainment and government
precincts which are currently
spread along the Golden Mile
Supports further growth and
evolution of retail and
entertainment offering
Provides attractive amenity for
pedestrians particularly if general
traffic is also excluded
Current has limited use by general
traffic and no access to the west of
Lambton Quay and Willis St which
reduces potential conflicts / delay
Alternative public transport route
available during construction and
operation
Supports a change in character
and amenity to Quays route (if
traffic lanes / volume is reduced)
Provides improved access to
tourist destinations such as Frank












Disruption to retail during
construction period
Pinch points around Old Bank
Building (could require split
routing) and Boulcott St
intersection
Requires existing bus routes to
be relocated to other corridors
which will affect overall vehicle
capacity of the CBD
Not the most direct route
Reduces traffic access along the
Golden Mile, which may have
effects on loading and car park
access
Likely to be some challenges
with listed facades, and
requirements for overhead
wiring or other supporting
infrastructure (if going down this
path)

Current land use does not
interact with the corridor and if
traffic was to remain, there is
only likely to be one sided
revitalisation
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Kitts Park, Te Papa and the
waterfront
Provides slightly quicker journey
times (a more direct route)
Wide road width leaves ample
space for a high-quality facility and
supporting infrastructure











4.2.2.

Large number of conflict points
and intersections (some could
potentially be closed or access
limited)
Requires reduction in vehicle
capacity and reduces
opportunities for cycling lanes
along this route
The catchment for demand
would be reduced due to the
proximity to the waterfront.
Typically, a 400m radius is the
catchment for an LRT stop.
Pedestrian environment is less
attractive – road is still a barrier
(very wide), therefore reducing
the revitalisation and economic
uplift associated with LRT
Ground conditions may have a
higher risk of failure due to
proximity to the waterfront and
levels of reclamation

Route Choices: Te Aro

Of the two primary route choices identified by LGWM, each has advantages and disadvantages,
summarised below:
ROUTE OPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Taranaki Street



High potential for enhanced
surface activity and value uplift
surrounding the route
Wide corridor with significant
space for LRT and associated
regeneration
Supports regeneration and uplift in
accordance with The City Vision
The geometry at the Wakefield
Street and Taranaki Street
intersection is compatible for Light
Rail turning
Opportunity to upgrade
underground services, specifically
the Te Aro culvert
Could provide a better link into key
land use nodes such as Massey
University, National War Memorial
and Wellington High School



Assists in linking key
entertainment precinct with the
rest of the CBD
Increases penetration to the east
(Mt Victoria)
Linked to revitalisation and urban
realm improvements this could
improve the street scape
significantly, strengthening the
status of this area and increasing
property values










Courtenay Place
and Kent/
Cambridge
Terraces
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Associated with tunnel option to
Adelaide Road (Newtown) or
connections to other alignments
(high cost and topographical
issues)
Congested route with frequent
intersections will reduce
reliability of the service
Multi modal corridor conflicts in
terms of bus, walking, cycling,
traffic and emergency services
to the hospital
Topographical difficulties in
separating LRT and traffic at
SH1 if required
High cost to improve pedestrian
amenity along the route
(currently concrete highway)
Significant underground services
that might be difficult to avoid
Mt Victoria has a strong
character protection requirement
which could limit high density
development and land use
Courtenay Place key bus
corridor
High levels of business activity
on Courtenay Place likely to be
disrupted during construction
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4.2.3.

Direct link to the Adelaide Road
corridor
Topography is potentially better to
achieve grade separation of SH1 if
desired
Very large Cambridge Terrace
corridor with low traffic demand
Width of corridor increases
opportunity for services to be
avoided or relocated




Potential impacts on parking and
loading (primarily Courtenay
Place) once operational
Cambridge Terrace historically a
stream and ground conditions
could be problematic following a
large seismic event

Route Choices: Newtown

There is one primary route choice identified by LGWM, which has some particular challenges that need to
be addressed, summarised below:
ROUTE OPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

John Street
Intersection







Proximity to key public transport
demands / node (hospitals)
Flat topography



Hospital





Newtown Town
Centre






Location in which there is
significant trip generation and the
potential to increase public
transport usage
Improves accessibility for hospital
visitors and workers
Key node in the transport network
Area of medium / high density with
the potential to increase public
transport demand
Is an area identified for future
growth
Provides a strong destination and
termination point











4.2.4.

Intersection capacity issues with
multi modal demands and
conflicts, specifically buses,
cycles, pedestrians and
emergency services
Narrow 4-way intersection with
heritage buildings along street
frontages
Significant utilities
Primary mode of transport is
currently private motor car
Need to avoid conflict and impact
with emergency services

Heritage value of buildings
Road carriageway is currently
narrowed by pedestrian, parking
and amenity improvements
Significant congestion at certain
times
Busy high street with a high
number of events
Limited space for LRT
termination and interchange

Route Choices: To the East

Of the four primary route choices identified by LGWM, each has advantages and disadvantages that have
been captured by Adam Lawrence. No further work has undertaken as part of this review, however it
noted that all linkages to the south and east are restricted by; travel demand and land use density,
topography, residential boundaries and the cost (tunnel / property) of doing anything relative to the benefit
of providing such an LRT facility.
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4.3.

Key Risk and Opportunities in Wellington
 The concentration of LRT on the CBD and an extension of the CBD through to Newtown
provides a significant opportunity to provide high quality public transport and a significantly
enhanced corridor in which it is located (pedestrian, public space and land regeneration).
 Taking significant capacity from the road network for Light Rail and other public transport
priority lanes may result in unacceptable congestion and result in negative impacts on the
wider public transport network.
 There are several ‘pinch’ points along the possible routes, including (a) Old Bank Building;
(b) Boulcott Street intersection; (c) John Street intersection; (d) Newtown town centre. A
design through each of these is possible but may impact on travel times, reliability,
pedestrian amenity and other modes, specifically traffic.
 There are few sites suitable for a depot. Likely opportunities are restricted to surplus port
land or Kaiwharawhaura.
 Access to the airport is likely to favour a direct route that minimises travel time and provides
reliable and comfortable travel. This could be provided by a high quality and frequency bus
service with the potential to extend LRT in the future should growth in land use provide the
passenger demand.
 Many of the potential routes traverse areas of high heritage value, which are also very
narrow or geometrically constrained. This may result in too high costs or risks on the project.
 Several trade-offs would be required when designing a route, making it difficult to select the
appropriate viable route.

Further detail on the risks and opportunities can be found in the appendix.

4.4.

Further Work Required

It is recommended that more detailed Light Rail route investigations consider the experience of the Light
Rail riders, operators and funders, as well as the general public who will interface with or become directly
affected by the Light Rail route. For example, the Light Rail solution should also support active modes
and sharing the street space. This ensures the most effective integration with city life.
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5. “Deliverability”
5.1.

High Level Advice

Many of the risks and opportunities associated with “deliverability” are closely aligned with choice of
corridor (e.g. heritage issues, construction risks), as well as system integration issues discussed in the
next section. The following points highlight some of the most critical or potentially costly issues.
 One of the highest risk and cost elements of a Light Rail scheme is the impact of (and to)
underground services. As such, routes through dense urban areas such as the CBD are
likely to be costly and higher risk. Early investigation into services and potential risks/costs
would help manage and mitigate risks early, and estimate costs. Similarly, early discussions
with asset owners is critical to understand constraints, requirements, and potential timing
issues. Consideration should be given to separating out procurement for service/street
works from LRT infrastructure.
 International experience has shown that Light Rail schemes that are too ambitious may not
be implementable due to delivery issues, stakeholder issues, and costs. It is recommended
that the Light Rail project be developed in stages, such that stage 1 of LRT in Wellington
would cover the CBD and potentially up to Basin Reserve (see page 17), and more complex
alignments (e.g. including grade separation) be investigated more rigorously under separate
projects / stages.
 Public perception is critical to the successful delivery of Light Rail. The relative benefits of
Light Rail in comparison to other transport options should be clearly articulated. In addition,
disruption during construction needs to be carefully managed through staging.
 The concept of “requirement versus betterment” needs to be clearly understood. The project
team must understand what is required (“need to haves”) to make the project successful and
what improvements may be desired by stakeholders (including utilities), or “nice to haves”, in
order to clearly define the scope and cost of the project.
 Tunnels have several of their own deliverability risks, and would also be a high-cost item for
the project. It is not desirable to run a Light Rail through a tunnel due to reasons such as
accessibility, cost, and fire risks. If a tunnel is required, the planning and design needs to
encompass fire and life safety, such as safe access and egress during an emergency,
including provision for mobility-impaired users.
 It’s quite important for both the project outcomes and project deliverability that the Light Rail
scheme is not planned and designed towards geometric limits, as early as concept
development. Grades, turning radii and speeds should be designed near operational norm
wherever possible to avoid costly problems in the future, such as increased wear and tear,
and loss of service quality or accessibility. It is critical to consider the desired operational
outcomes as part of the early concept development to help avoid these types of issues.
 The scope of the project costs should consider the benefits of complete street improvements
(building to building), such as urban design for the public realm, to compliment the Light Rail
service. These improvements can maximise the benefits versus cost and construction
impacts, create beneficial stakeholder buy-in, and consequently ease construction fatigue
and improve integration of the service into city life.
Many deliverability risks (outcomes) don’t become apparent until later stages in a project. As such, these
risks should be identified and managed as early as possible. Lessons learned from international projects
around the planning, design and implementation of other Light Rail schemes can help guide this process.
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5.2.

Key Risks and Opportunities in Wellington
 The ability to achieve timely consents for the project has a strong relationship to the
deliverability and cost of the route. Routes requiring a tunnel or significant land acquisition
will require costly and time-consuming investigation. These may result in an economically
inefficient result for the scheme.
 Utilities are a key component of any Light Rail project, they almost always become a project
within themselves and regularly make up a significant proportion of the capital cost. It is
crucial to obtain the best utility location and condition information as early in the project as
possible to understand the likely risks to cost and programme.
 Access to utilities is often forgotten during design and construction of a Light Rail scheme.
This should be factored into plans, however can increase the cost and complexity of the
scheme during construction as more utilises are inevitably discovered.
 The challenging environments and geometry of the Wellington context will encourage
designers to push the limits of the concepts in terms of vertical and horizontal alignment to
the point where it may greatly increase the risks or make the project infeasible. Early testing
based on tried and tested design guidelines is essential and solutions that rely on future
developments in technology to achieve feasibility should be questioned.
 Maximum grades of 7% should only be assumed over short distances, as operation over
these grades increases the power requirement and decreases the speed of the service. The
more continuous grades should be between 0 and 4%. The same rationale can be applied
for turning radius and speeds, as operation of the service near its limits results in increased
maintenance, reduced ride quality and reduced service life.
 Priority for Light Rail, and the impact on surrounding traffic operations is a key consideration.
This not only impacts the likely travel time for Light Rail users, but also for all other road
users, especially bus passengers.
 Public perception for Light Rail is an important consideration for the success of a project.
There needs to be a clear articulation to stakeholders and the general public that Light Rail is
achieving outcomes that their existing modes cannot. The construction of a Light Rail project
brings significant disruption to businesses and commuting patterns and some stakeholders
cannot see past the short-term pain for the longer-term gain. It is important to understand the
potential challenges for the city during construction and how they can be mitigated. This
usually represents a 3-year construction and testing phase.
 Confusion between what is required (“need to haves”) to make the project successful and
what improvements may be desired by stakeholders that could be considered “nice to haves”
can cause unnecessary scope on the project (e.g. service upgrades). This can quickly add to
a Light Rail project’s costs and start to solve problems which are not directly related to Light
Rail but need to be addressed in any case.

Further detail on the risks and opportunities can be found in the appendix.

5.3.

Further Work Required

It is recommended that healthy design parameters be used to identify options which could be considered
“fatally flawed” or too risky. This needs consideration of the wide range of potential impacts of the
alignment.
Investigation into service locations and complexities should be completed, to support early concept
development.
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6. System Integration
6.1.

High Level Advice

Many of the risks and opportunities associated with “system integration” are linked to the wider LGWM
programme and the choice of corridor.
 It is important to understand how LRT will fit into the entire Wellington transport network and
what other improvements are required. An LRT project will need to develop network wide
solutions for other modes such as bus, cyclists, pedestrians and general traffic. This will be
particularly important in the City Centre and around Te Aro. Where Light Rail shared an
alignment with other modes. issues of access, interaction and restriction need to be carefully
planned.
 A key opportunity and risk regarding system integration is the integration with existing and
future PT. This requires careful planning around how to integrate the modes such that there
is very little inconvenience for customers transferring between modes.
 The initial stage of the LRT network would also require complementary high performing bus
services and other modal improvements (walk/cycle) to achieve an integrated transport
system for the City. The requirement for transport interchange at specific locations to support
transfers between the modes will need further examination once the route is confirmed. It will
be important to strike the right balance between potential duplication of parts of the bus/LRT
network and any requirement for passengers to interchange between bus and LRT to
complete their journeys.
 The opportunity to create a high-quality interchange and possible parking facility to the north
of city (e.g. Kaiwharawhaura) exists, however this would require more investigation and
needs to consider accessibility, the impact / capacity of rail, bus and key road corridors and
the overall supply of parking in the CBD.

6.2.

Key Risks and Opportunities in Wellington
 The Light Rail service would ideally interface directly with rail services at or near the
Wellington Rail Station. In addition, it would also need to become a core part of the public
transport interchange at this location. Compatibility with local bus services also caters to
customers who come from areas only serviced by bus or who would be looking to transfer
between these modes. The Light Rail service would also have impacts on the overall bus
network and may require a few services to be re-routed, pointing to alterations to the overall
bus network.
 If inadequate convenience or efficiency is provided at the transfer between Light Rail and
heavy rail, ferry or bus, it would be difficult to achieve mode shift towards Light Rail.
 Pedestrian and cycling needs to interact harmoniously with Light Rail, particularly in the
CBD. There are obvious benefits for pedestrians that can be created along the Golden Mile
and the best outcome for buses should be explored at the same time and implemented
before Light Rail construction if it was to proceed.
 Light Rail has a high potential for negatively impacting traffic environments, particularly in
and around the CBD. Congestion could be unreasonably increased if the Light Rail service is
not carefully integrated, and new traffic routes carefully planned.

Further detail on the risks and opportunities can be found in the appendix.
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6.3.

Further Work Required

A complete assessment of the proposed transport network is needed to determine the optimal locations
for interchange and service provision associated with the implementation of a Light Rail project. This
could be achieved through the Network (System) Operating Plan which has been developed as part of
the LGWM programme.
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7. Summary
This review has focussed on a potential Light Rail (only) solution, and did not include some of the other
potential options which will need to be considered as part of a wider business case assessment.
From the high-level assessment undertaken, there has been valuable work undertaken to date, and some
consideration of what a Light Rail alignment / system might look like in the future. As a result of this highlevel assessment, including the feedback of the project team, our opinion is that there is likely a feasible
solution for Light Rail through Wellington, with the Railway Station (or somewhere north of that) as a
logical starting point and moving through the CBD to the south.
However, the information provided lacks the full rigour of the NZ Transport Agency detailed business
case approach which in due course will be an essential exercise to fully examine all the alternatives and
demonstrate that an LRT project is viable investment solution.

Potential Alignments
Our initial observations have indicated that there are several potential alignments which Light Rail might
be able to successfully traverse geometrically, but that some corridors will have greater benefits when
considering the potential urban uplift, penetration into the city, and potential catchments for passengers.
Once the alignment emerges from the CBD, it is apparent that there are many more technical and
stakeholder challenges to be resolved. There is likely to be an increasing number of stakeholders
involved, traffic considerations are complex, and there are various geographic challenges that arise with
the change in topography from relatively flat to very hilly. Similarly, the potential benefits to be achieved
in the CBD with urban regeneration and improvements appear to have the greatest opportunities, and
would likely benefit significantly more Wellington residents, employees and visitors.

Minimum Operable Segment
At this stage, the team’s recommendation is that LGWM considers a “minimum operable segment”, and
looks at constructing the overall network in logical stages, when further consideration can be given to
some of the difficult challenges outside of the CBD, and the success of the initial stage can be built upon
to garner the necessary political and public support to build in more sensitive areas. Similarly, as part of
this initial stage, we would highly recommend investigations into other public transport improvements and
investments which might deliver complementary outcomes to a larger LRT system (i.e. faster bus
connections from the CBD to Airport, improved bus routing through the CBD, changes to parking policy,
etc.).
Based on our initial review and experience in similar international work, an example of what a potential
stage 1 project might look like is provided on pages 16 and 17. Note that a significant amount of future
work is required to determine the appropriate corridors, stop locations, and length of system that makes
the best sense initially. The concept of delivering LRT in separable portions is based on the desired
outcomes for the project and is focused on the areas which achieve the greatest outcomes and minimise
the risks associated with the delivery of a high-quality solution. If the public can see the benefits of the
solution and it is a success, then their desire to have more is likely to gain support, both in terms of
acceptance, funding and usage.
Delivering an LRT facility that achieves significant increases in PT mode shift, high patronage and will
provide a strong southern transport node are considered to be key outcomes for the project. Currently
there has been a lack of analysis and design solutions to confirm how an LRT project will deliver these
outcomes and meet others such as urban regeneration, land value capture and allow for an extension of
the CDB to the south. There also remains uncertainty over levels of priority and the ability to achieve an
acceptable design solution through SH1, linking into SH1 and navigating the critical Adelaide Rd /
Riddiford St intersection.
The stage 1 Transit Concept could begin in Kaiwharawhaura, or another point north of the Railway
Station, and is based around a City Centre access strategy that places Light Rail on the Golden Mile with
complementary bus rapid transit on the quayside route and enhanced walk/cycle connections to link the
CBD together. This is subject to confirmation in light of wider objectives for the CBD including the longterm aspirations for the built form of Lambton Quay. South of the CBD a stage 1 connection between the
Te Aro area and Newtown requires further investigation as there are several alternative route options
including Taranaki Street and Kent/Cambridge Terrace. The southern termination point also needs
confirmation with potential options including the Wellington Regional Hospital or the centre of Newtown.
Given the complexity of the transport network in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve another potential option
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might be for the southern termination point to be located to the north of the Basin in the first instance.
However, more work is needed to confirm whether a viable LRT system could be made to work if
configured in this way.
This qualitative study has identified that the current population density south of Basin Reserve is unlikely
to be high enough to justify early investment in LRT. Therefore, onward connections to Island Bay,
Kilbirnie, Miramar and the Airport would be better served with a high frequency and high-quality bus
service (with low infrastructure commitment) with the potential for upgrading to future Light Rail.

Key Risks
Careful consideration is required to the balance the potential risks and opportunities for Light Rail against
other modes. The benefits of Light Rail can be high under the right conditions, if the relative costs and
risks are also carefully managed.
In general, the fatal flaws for a Light Rail system occur when Light Rail is seen as THE solution. Light
Rail is a means of public transport, that when integrated effectively into a wider public transport scheme,
can provide transport benefits and catalyse urban development and densities.
The key risks for LGWM to consider moving forward, based on our experience on other LRT projects
around the world, include:
 Public perception – getting buy-in for the project. Constructing these projects will bring
significant disruption. It is important to understand the potential consequences to the city
and how they can be mitigated.
 Requirements versus betterment – the project must understand what is needed to make the
project successful and what improvements may be desired by stakeholders.
 Role of LRT – it is important to understand how LRT will fit into the transport network and
what other improvements are required.
 Interchange – success of the LRT will depend on the efficiencies of the interchanges with
other modes.
 Utilities – getting the best information you can as early as possible to understand the likely
risks to cost and programme.
 Traffic Operations – LRT will have significant impacts to the existing traffic operations, and
the project must investigate the appropriate levels of priorities to provide each mode.
 Designing to limits from concept stage. The challenging environments and geometry of the
Wellington context will encourage designers to push the limits of the concepts to points
where it may greatly increase the risks or make the project infeasible.
 Achieving a balance of the various requirements to achieve the best project outcomes. This
will require compromise on all fronts, and the team must determine the key project priorities
and constraints to approach these negotiations from a position of knowledge.
The potential land use benefits, including uplift value and forecast patronage are an initial avenue through
which mass transit scenarios, such as Light Rail, can be assessed. Once more is understood about the
relative benefits, more detailed appraisal could be undertaken, with consideration for the engineering,
operational and deliverability risks (costs) and opportunities.

Next Steps
The key next steps required to progress the scheme further should be addressed through a more detailed
business case for mass transit (or more specifically Light Rail). In order to manage the scope of the
project, the business case should be unambiguously focussed on the public transport spine.
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The latest Single Stage Business Case approach preferred by NZTA is a robust process that examines
the topics covered in this Technical Note in detail. The approach progressively builds the case for
investment by linking strategy to outcomes and confirming value for money. As part of the scope it
should:
 Recognise that Light Rail schemes are both transport and land use projects;
 Consider the role of the Light Rail (or mass transit) in a wider public transport network.
including the integration of the Light Rail between other modes and the impacts to other
modes such as bus (e.g. relocation of routes).
 Build on the scenarios developed as part of the LGWM strategy and develop the city centre
access strategy to consider how the transport network can be integrated and improved
through the introduction of Light Rail. This will need to consider which modes are suited to
which corridors, what network changes are required for all modes but particularly buses,
cyclists and pedestrians. Further investigation of the suitability of the depot location within
the city centre or to the north of the route should also be explored at an early stage;
 An alignment assessment to determine which corridor is suitable for Light Rail and desired
land use outcomes between Te Aro and the Basin; the alignment assessment will also
inform options for the Basin, Arthur and Vivian Streets; and
 Investigate the road network challenges south of the Basin to Newtown to understand the
scale of the issue in the context of the introduction of Light Rail including whether it is too
complex at this point in time to form part of the first stage of the LRT network.
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APPENDIX A
Risk and Opportunity workshop findings
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Methodology
A large body of information has been developed over the last few years regarding the proposed public
transport Spine through the Wellington CBD. The LGWM team holds the knowledge of how this work has
been assimilated into current thinking, including the influence that feedback from the stakeholder
engagement has played. WSP Opus has therefore maintained a close dialogue with the client project
team during our review. It would not have been effective for us to review specific documents in isolation
since there are many moving parts in the wider project and we needed to understand the linkages
between them.
The agreed approach was to review LRT options in Wellington under the following themes:
— Problem Statements and Investment Objectives
— Future Land Use
— Network and Route Options
— Engineering Feasibility
— Forecast Passenger Demand
— Costs Estimates and Economics
— System Integration
— Deliverability
— Operational Considerations
Acknowledging the vast array of information and tight timescales, our approach was to structure our
advice around a collaborative and focussed half-day Risk and Opportunities Workshop with the LGWM
team.
Prior to the workshop, the WSP Opus team including international experts Scott Ney and Graeme
Steverson (who have extensive experience in the planning, design, delivery and operation of Light Rail in
Australia and in the UK), attended a driving tour. The driving tour covered most of the potential Light Rail
corridors, including the CBD area, SH1 to the north, various corridors to the south and east towards the
airport. It included areas of high risk and uncertainty regarding land use, engineering, heritage,
accessibility and traffic impacts. Key issues identified during the driving tour centred around engineering
feasibility of Light Rail on the identified corridors (grades, horizontal curves, system integration), potential
operational requirements and constraints, and heritage, land use, access and traffic impacts.
At the workshop, we facilitated a frank and open discussion around the themes identified above, drawing
upon the combined international expertise and local knowledge of the WSP Opus team. The workshop
included various representatives from LGWM and other technical professionals involved in the project.
Following the workshop, the team followed-up on actions through further desktop research or one to one
discussions with individual LGWM representatives as necessary.
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Summary of Risk and Opportunity Workshop
The workshop, held at NZ Transport Agency offices, was facilitated by David Dunlop of WSP Opus.
Attendees included:
Let’s Get Wellington Moving

Barry Mein (Project Director)

Greater Wellington Regional Council

Luke Troy (Project Manager)
Harriet Shelton
Andy Ford

Wellington City Council

Nadine Dodge
Anna Harley
Gunther Wild
Lucy Delrosiers

Independent Specialist

Adam Lawrence

Aecom

Graham Doherty

WSP Opus

Scott Ney
Graeme Steverson
David Dunlop
Tim Cuthbert
Claire Rusin
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Current and Future Land Use
Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Population / Job Growth
High potential for job growth
in Wellington City through
land uplift and improved
access.

O

Wellington
CBD and
Newtown

H

H

David D

Provision of Light Rail could
support population growth in
the CBD.

O

Wellington
CBD

H

H

David D

The “Compact City” model
tends toward increased
growth in south and east
without investment in the
north, where regional growth
has [more] impact.

R

South and
East vs
North

M

M

Anna H

Light Rail could result in
expansion of the CBD to the
south. While there may be
some congestion spreading,
this could result in increased
productivity (positive impact
to economy and land value).

O

Greater
than 400m
from
railway
station

H

H

Graeme S

Growth is to the North but the
transport response is
currently focussed around
highway improvements.

R

Northern
suburbs

Mode shift not
achieved. - H

H

Tim C

H

Graeme S

Potential for uplift / changing land value
Light Rail is an opportunity to
make length of the Golden
Mile an “all-day” street,
moving people efficiently all
day to activate frontages and
increase time of day use.

O

Golden
Mile

M

There is an opportunity for
bicycle friendly carriages
which further encourage use
of Light Rail in particular
areas. See the Gold Coast
/Canberra Light Rail
examples.

O

-

M

M

Regeneration around
Taranaki Street due to Light
Rail corridor makes a strong
case for selection of this
route.

O

Taranaki
Street

M

H

David D

Potential for uplift along Hutt
with LRT route.

O

Hutt Road

M

L

Adam

R

E.g. route
to airport,

M

M

Graeme S

Light Rail not provided where
people would accept density
uplift, rather where uplift is
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

unlikely, difficult or
unacceptable.
Lack of density or
development demand from
the airport unlikely to justify
LRT.

R

Airport
area

M

H

Graeme S

Urban development “uplift” is
not tied to locations which
require “costly infrastructure”
solutions.

R

-

H

L

Graeme S

Urban development – lots of
talk of potential, but need to
move towards
“probable/likely” and place in
Wellington context. (risk that
if context is not applied,
actions will not result.)

R

N/A

H

M

H

M

David D

Land Use & Development Constraints
Town Belt and important
environment are a
geographical constraint
between east and west.

R

Between
Mt Vic /
Newtown
and
Hataitai /
Kilbirnie

Fragmented land ownership
(small lots owned by different
people) makes acquisition
long & difficult.

R

Outside of
CBD

H

H?

Lucie

Kilbirnie & Miramar areas
may not be developed to a
higher intensity when both
are in Tsunami risk area.
Insurance costs could
preclude most people.

R

Kilbirnie,
Rangotai,
Miramar

M

M

Graeme D

The assumption that seismic
and sea level rise risk mean
no possibility for development
could lead to making
transport investment
decisions without considering
land use response (this is
seen as incorrect).

R

Waterfront,
Kilbirnie,
Rangotai,
Miramar

H

L

Anna H

There are heritage
constraints at the same
location as difficult traffic
arrangements resulting in
(costly) trade-off between
heritage protection and
transport outcomes.

R

CBD, Te
Aro,
Newtown

M/H

H

Graeme S

R

Te Aro,
Newtown,
inner
Wellington

H

M

David D

Light Rail alignments may
negatively impact on listed
heritage sites or areas,
thereby degrading them.
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Current and Future Transport Needs (including demand estimation)
Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

R

-

H

M

R

-

M

M

David D

R

Newtown,
Adelaide
Road, Te
Aro

M

M

Andy Ford

R
Highly peaked demand
means risk of service
capacity over-providing
during off peak, which is an
in-efficient and costly
outcome. Depends on
service frequency.
Mode shift and development targets

-

M

H

Barry

Approx. 90% of the 16,000
arrivals currently walk from
railway station. The risk is
that people don’t walk from
station and transfer to LRT,
reducing the active travel trips
within the CBD (undesirable).

R

Wellington
CBD
(Railway
Station)

H

M

Tim C /
Other

There are few transfers from
other modes (e.g. rail) to
LRT, i.e. mode shift. This may
be due to quality of service or
convenience of the mode.

R

CBD area

H

M

Investment is not sufficient or
best aligned to deliver
reductions in car
travel/carbon emission
reduction goals.

R

-

M

M

ND

Benchmarking – we are
developing/modelling new
mode so need to understand
range within which demand
might sit by looking at other
jurisdictions.

R

-

L

M

Andy Ford

Demand Prediction
We have not yet modelled
demand response to the LRT
scenario, as such demand
may be too low to justify LRT.
- over whole route
- on outer corridor sections
The mode share assumptions
used to predict future LRT
demand may be incorrect
(e.g. over-estimated or underestimated).
Much of the recent growth
along the potential inner
Wellington LRT corridors has
been due to active modes –
there may not be much scope
for LRT patronage uplift and
modal Shift – unless active
modes are displaced.
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

The proposed Light Rail has
too many functions which
then limits quality of the Light
Rail service (doing many
things averagely, rather than
a few things well).

R

-

L

M

Graeme S

The Light Rail should cater
for existing passengers as
well as serving future
opportunity for mode shift.
There is a risk that Light Rail
does not provide an attractive
alternative to current roadbased trips.

R

-

M

H

Adam

CBD route for first stage LRT
– short length, slow speed
and regular stopping (vs fast
buses on waterfront directly
connected to onward
services), may result in lower
patronage due to higher
attractiveness of bus service.

R

CBD

H

H

Harriet

Light Rail investment results
in less road space for walking
and cycling improvements in
Newtown/Adelaide Rd –
where there is significant
demand.

R

Adelaide
Road

M

H

ND

Parking price lift in the CBD
and an improvement to public
transport servicing, e.g. Light
Rail would have a strong
influence on mode shift.

O

CBD

M

M

Attractiveness of mode

Enhancing Connectivity across Wellington
Services to the airport could
potentially cater to up to 750
passengers a day. The
service would need to be
competitive with other mode
options for trips to the CBD.

O

Airport

L

M

David D

There is an opportunity to
improve connectivity between
railway station and Te Aro. A
mass transit service could
open area for intensification.

O

Te Aro

H

H

Tim C

Catering to northern growth is
an opportunity, nothing that
the area is a long way from
CBD and car dominated.
Potentially could be linked to
heavy rail with high quality
feeder buses, or other public
transport options.

O

Northern
Suburbs

H

H

Adam
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Over-investment in South and
East means we don’t have
ability to address the public
transport mode share to
North.

R

Northern
suburbs vs
East/South

M

M

Barry

Opportunity to provide a park
and ride to the north to
reduce cars to the CBD.
Could be serviced by either
Light Rail or other public
transport option.

O

Northern
suburbs

M

H

Tourism is a key sector for
GDP/economic success –
consideration of this as part
of demand prediction, route
and mode choice.

O

-

H

H

Anna H

Miramar is an employment
zone for the Film industry.
Public Transport does not
serve this area well, and
parking is a key issue for
these workers. Light Rail (or
mass transit option) needs to
consider how it can support
access to Miramar, if at all.

R/O

Miramar

M

M

Anna H

Catering to tourism
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Network and Route Options
Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Relationship between route and mode shift
Reducing traffic lanes
in favour of Public
Transport to support
investment in public
transport and
encourage mode shift

O

Quays, Taranaki
St/Kent/Cambridge
Terrace, Adelaide
Road

H

H

David D

Reducing traffic lanes
in favour of Public
Transport. May result
in unreasonably high
congestion and
overall reduction in
amenity.

R

Quays, Taranaki
St/Kent/Cambridge
Terrace, Adelaide
Road

H

H

David D

Transport priority
could be provided
irrespective of public
transport mode,
resulting in a shift
away from private car
use.

O

All

M

H

Adam

Specific Corridor Constraints
Corridor selected, e.g.
Willis Street, is so
narrow that provision
of LRT would require
all of street space,
with no space for
active modes.

R

CBD, Newtown

H

M

Scott

North Corridors potential to extend for
short distance past
Wellington Railway
Station, but
geography makes
further extensions
highly constrained.

R

Northern
Wellington

M

H

Scott

Basin option will need
to be considered for
routes across Mount
Victoria – either atgrade or grade
separated.

R

Basin Reserve

H

M

Adam

Risk: needs to
consider outcomes of
overall project and the
interface with road
network, then
determine the best
solution.
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Tunnels do not allow
for DDA compliance
and or safe egress
during an emergency,
resulting in high risks
against human life.

R

Eastern
connections

H

M

Provision of LRT on
SH1 is “fatal flaw” due
to impacts on public
transport network and
traffic congestion.

R

SH1 to Airport

H

M

Lambton Quay is a
strong contender for
Light Rail as it could
easily serve the
district much like LRT
in other European
cities.

O

Depot/Stable location
is suited to industrial
land however there
could be challenges
finding a suitable site
within a short distance
of the end of the line.

R

CBD / End of line

M

M

Recorded
by

David D

Design Risks/Opportunities
Lack of technical
understanding during
early phases results
in inappropriate
design and higher
cost to solve issues
during design and
delivery.

R

All

H

M

David D

LRT route requires
grades >4-5% over
continuous
environment, resulting
in operational and
amenity issues that
can’t be resolved, e.g.
DDA compliance.

R

All

H

M

Scott

Design assumes
operational conditions
that, after
implementation, result
in poor customer
experience, e.g. high
variability of speed,
steep turns, noise

R

All

H

M

Scott

CBD route options are
mostly straight and
well within acceptable
grades resulting in
quality of service that

O

CBD

H

H

Graeme
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

R

CBD

M

M

Wellington’s
population growth is
predominantly in the
northern suburbs, a
less in the CBD. LRT
may not serve the
area of largest
growth.

R

Northern suburbs

H

M

Luke Troy

South and East are to
two different areas.
The solution suits one
area well, but not the
other area – needs
further consideration.

R

South and East

M

H

Adam

Route to the airport is
a long distance. The
travel time could be
longer than the time it
takes to drive (even
with congestion), and
the service would
become unattractive.

R

To Airport

M

H

Light Rail needs to be
wrapped up in a
whole urban realm
package, to deliver
strong outcomes for
public transport and
active modes and
enhance accessibility
throughout city.

O

All

H

M

The LRT route may
not generate enough
trip demand if it only
covers the CBD area,
or if it doesn’t connect
two key centres.

R

CBD / Te Aro /
Newtown

H

H

is like international
best practice.
Route requires
bifurcation where only
one-directional travel
can be
accommodated,
resulting in
unpredictable route
for customers.
Scope of project

Providing express
services is not
advised –
inconsistency with
customer
expectations.
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Size of initial project –
provide what can be
designed and
implemented in early
phases that is small
enough to be lower
risk and affordable.
Allows further
investigation into
more complex
elements of project to
be completed with
more rigour. (i.e.
staging the project).

O

ALL

H

H

Scott
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Deliverability
Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Project becomes very costly
and thus unaffordable or the
BCR not competitive,
resulting in the project
remaining un-funded.

R

-

H

M

David D

There will be a lack of
positive urban realm
outcomes if project is
designed “wall to wall” –
resulting in much lower
benefits (BCR).

R

CBD

H

M

Scott

If LRT is provided for people
in the South and East of
CBD, however all of
Wellington contribute to
funding, this is perceived as
unfair.

R

All

L

H

Graeme D

Investment in East/South
may result in no funds
remaining to serve areas
where there are potentially
greater issues for transport.

R

Northern
suburbs

M

L

Adam

Public perception is positive
as project aligns with public
needs, due to strong
communications and
marketing, public
consultation and effective
engagement.

O

-

H

M

Public perception is very
negative and causes
significant delays and friction
for the project. Potentially
resulting in indefinite delays.

R

-

H

M

The ride quality of the LRT
service is poor at corners,
gradients, speed changes
etc. This may result in a loss
of patronage despite early
interest in the mode.

R

Constrained
sections of
route

M

M

A high-quality bus option
would provide good access
for customers along the
waterfront in the CBD,
particularly as it does not
create an additional barrier
for crossing the quays.

O

Waterfront,
CBD

M

H

Cost/funding

Public Perception
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

A wire free Light Rail
requires gradients more
gentle than regular LRT.

R

Outside of
CBD

M

M

Scott

Underground Services and Technical Deliverability
Investigations into key
issues like services and
underground infrastructure
are not completed early
enough, resulting in costly
design changes or problems
during construction.

R

Particularly
CBD, All
areas

H

H

Scott

Design needs to factor in the
need for access to
underground utilities
resulting in problems during
and after implementation.

R

All

H

M

Scott

Heritage listed buildings in
Newtown would be
negatively impacted by LRT
or constrain the corridor,
thus making it difficult to
intensify.

R

Newtown

M

H

Buses could share road
space with Light Rail,
achievable if function or
servicing is compatible but
may result in reduction of
quality of service and other
technical difficulties.

R

CBD

M

M

Depots/stabling – options to
consider dead-running at the
beginning and end of each
day and provide quick
response when issues arise.
Land around norther CBD
waterfront provides strong
opportunity.

O

CBD /
Depot

M

H
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System Integration
Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Railway Station Integration:

R

Wellington
Railway
Station

H

H

Graeme

O

Wellington
Railway
Station

H

H

Graeme

Significant conflict with
current SH1 flows may
need to be resolved through
physical solutions or an
acceptance around LOS for
different modes (specifically
car).

R

Crossing
SH1 and
other key
traffic
locations

H

H

David

Light Rail LOS outcomes
impact on traffic so
significantly that buses (and
the large numbers of bus
passengers) are caught up in
congestion and potential
gridlock – significant
integration issue.

R

Crossing
SH1 and
other key
traffic
locations

H

H

David

Light Rail may not be
compatible with loading and
access arrangements in
commercial and industrial
areas of Wellington, such as
Taranaki Street.

R

Focus CBD
and Te Aro
area, but
also all
areas.

M

H

Scott

A staged approach means
excessive costs might lead to
removal of other
improvements (e.g. some
components are cancellated
or delayed indefinitely due to
LRT cost over-runs)

R

-

H

M

Adam

-

Complex system
integration if LR
incorporated into
Railway station
concourse

-

Minimise
inconvenience of
transfers

-

Consider integration
with nearby bus
terminus

Railway Station Integration:
-

Minimises
inconvenience of
transfers if
integration done well

-

Create public
transport precinct
(near buses, rail,
mass transit)
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Issue

Risk/
Opportunity

Location

Consequence
L/M/H

Likelihood
L/M/H

Recorded
by

Residential Areas – more
constraints due to smaller
plot size and individual
residents rather than
groups/businesses being
affected.

R

Residential
areas

M

H

Scott
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APPENDIX B
Risk and Opportunity Workshop Presentations
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Slides from LGWM

1. Population and Jobs Growth
2. Demand data summary
3. Mass Transit Decision Tree

Regional Jobs 2017
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Growth in Jobs since 2000
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Job Growth
From 2000 to 2017:
•
71% (30,700) of region’s job
growth has been in Wellington
City
•
73% (22,500) of this has been in
the CBD and Newtown

Population Growth

• From 2000 to 2017:
– 43,200 more people in the city
– 9 out of 10 new commuters, walk,
cycling or use public transport

Population Growth
From 2013 to 2043:
– 50,000+ more people in the city

Population Growth
•
•
•
•

30% in CBD
31% in northern suburbs
8% in Newtown
31% elsewhere in Wellington City

– 20,000 more people in the region

Forecast demand
13th April 2018

Outline
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process
Pop growth
High level demand scenarios
Potential growth in demand to CBD
Potential patronage under LRT single spine option
Areas of interest

Demand scenarios have been developed to reflect a
range of potential future scenarios (1)
• Process - first principles; modelling is next stage
• 2016 base sectored car (persons) and PT demand
from models + active mode cordon crossings
• focus on trips crossing CBD cordon (into CBD),
control to observed peak hour data
• applied relevant 2017 to 2036 % growth in
population (by sector) to get future demand across
all modes (assume same propensity to travel to
CBD as current)
• developed range of future scenarios based on
range of potential model shift
• Purpose – inform peak vehicle requirements and opex

Demand scenarios have been developed to reflect a
range of potential future scenarios (2)
• Scenarios
Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C
Scenario D
Scenario E
Scenario F

2016 - Base
2036 - Pop growth, Base Modal Split
2036 - Pop growth, all to PT / Active (recent trends)
C + Car mode share decrease by 25%
C + Car mode share decrease by 33%
C + Car mode share decrease by 50%

• Output – “peak load” for range of potential future
outcomes
• Initial purpose – inform peak vehicle requirements,
operational costings (BRT and LRT)
• Future purpose – inform demand analysis for BRT
and LRT

Forecast population growth for Wellington region, by
area, 2017 to 2036
Absolute growth
2017 - 2036
% growth
2017 to 2036

10,000
(20%)

500
(2%)

1,000
(3%)

Source:
Forecast ID,
aligns with
Stats NZ
medium

11,000
(40%)

5,500
(13%)

1,500
(5%)

Rest of
Region
26,000
(9%)

Forecast PT demand to CBD in 2036 assuming all growth to active / PT
(trend growth) and 25% car reduction in car mode share
Current 2016
2016 to 2036 abs growth
2016 to 2036 % growth

1,500
+1,100
(80%)
1,250
+300
(35%)

1,200
+600
(50%)

1,750
+700
(35%)

1,700
+750
(45%)

Potential range for 2036 LRT demand (1)
• Potential 2036 peak hour patronage at peak load
point on LRT single spine
• Airport-Miramar-Kilbirnie-Newtown-CBD (IB)
Increasing PT mode share

Increasing
level of
transfer
Decreasing
levels of
service
duplication

0% transfer

All growth PT /
active

+ 50% decrease in
car ms to CBD

1,400

2,600
?????

100% transfer
(forced)

2,200

3,800

Areas of interest – Airport & Miramar
• Airport
• 1,500 arrivals in AM peak
• 100 bus trips to CBD …
• Over 50% in taxis (750pax)
• Miramar
• 75% of vehicles on Cobham
Drive is from Miramar (25%
from Airport)
• 1,000 people take bus to
CBD in morning
• How do you improve PT for
Airport and Miramar?

Areas of interest – Wellington Station
• Rail arrivals
• 16,000 in AM peak
• 10% complete journey
by bus (1,600)
• 90% walk
• Very few rail arrivals
beyond Cuba Street
• Potential to improve
accessibility of Te Aro (and
beyond) from Station?
• Potential peak demand
under range of scenarios?

Areas of interest – Transfers
• Main differentiator for PTSS between BRT and LRT
• Benefits of LRT over BRT were negated by people who
currently have direct service to CBD being required to
transfer at Kilbirnie and Newtown
• Is single spine route long enough / does route have
enough travel time savings to outweigh transfer disbenefits?
• Need some guidance regarding how transfer penalties
might vary dependent upon quality of interchange

Single Spine
Key Route Decisions

Newlands/Lincolnshire Farm
• TOD greenfield development
opportunity
• Gradient issues

Waterfront

Golden Mile
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

High accessibility
High amenity
Ave speed 18km/h
High construction
disruption

Longer walking distance to destinations
Lower current amenity, high potential
Average speed 21km/h
Lower construction disruption

Courtenay/Kent/Cambridge
Taranaki
• Centre of Te Aro renewal
area
• Avoids Basin conflict but
must still cross SH1
• High cost & feasibility issues
(tunnel or property
requirements)

• Periphery of Te Aro renewal area
• High amenity in Courtenay Place
• Basin conflict

Adelaide/Riddiford
• Hospital hub
• Constraints through John St
intersection & Newtown centre

Constable/Crawford
Zoo/Mt Albert
• Slightly longer route
• High cost & feasibility issues
with Mt Albert tunnel

• High property impacts
• Slow journey

Termination at airport via Miramar
• Direct service for Miramar commuters
• Airport users must travel via Miramar
• Airport well-suited to being a terminus

Termination at Miramar via airport
• Direct service for airport users
• Miramar commuters must travel via airport
• Space requirements for terminus in Miramar
town centre

Reflection on Light Rail Projects
Scott Ney, WSP Opus

At a glance

Common Project Themes
• Risk
–
–
–
–
–
1

Cost
Safety
Stakeholder Management
Public Perception
“Feasibility”

• “Balance”
–
–
–
–

Competing Stakeholders
Requirement vs. Betterment
Transport Priority
Planning vs. Technical

• Integration
– Design Integration
– Transport Integration

At a glance

Selling the project – it’s all about perception

2

At a glance

Integration
• Technical

3

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Track
– Depot
Stops
– Rolling Stock
Civil
– Roads / Traffic / Signals
Structural
– Lighting
Geotechnical
– Environment
OHW
– Urban Design
Traction Power
– Landscaping
Substations
– Drainage
Systems and Communications

• Transport
– Bus, Train, Taxi, Cycles, Pedestrians

• Public Participation and
Stakeholder Inputs

At a glance

How is a light rail project successful?

“Achieving the
Balance”

Demand &
Revenue

4

Integrated
Transport
Stakeholder
Inputs

Utilities

Passenger
Experience

Urban
Regeneration

Approvals

Urban
Design
Technical
Constraints

Traffic
Operations

Construction and
Maintenance
Costs

Operations

At a glance

The Integration
challenge

5

